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TODAY

• Understanding how recruiters see CVs

• Presenting your best, most relevant self via your CV

• How it looks

• How it is structured

• The content

• A chance to ask questions



It’s about THEM not YOU
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Shortlisting 101

Essential 
criteria

Closer 
scrutiny

Interview

Smith Kahn Bloggs Chen

Data analysis 5 3 5 2

Coding ability 4 4 5 2

Effective 

communicator
5 5 2 4

Teamplayer 2 4 2 4

Time-management 3 3 3 3

Attention to detail 1 4 2 3



Your CV displays the evidence of your 
suitability for a job

Their list of 

criteria:

• -------
• --------
• --------
• --------

Your CV
Subheading
Information
• Detail

• More stuff

Subheading
• Evidence

• Extra skills











Before you start

• Read the job description  

• Research the role, environment, organisation 

• Recall scenarios that demonstrate relevant competencies



Top tips 
For presenting the positive you on your CV



Make it bespoke
Trainee Patent Attorney
You should be able to communicate effectively both on paper 
and in person. Some knowledge and experience of electronics, 
software or telecommunications would be advantageous, as 
would an interest in scientific and technical developments.
You should be conscientious and capable of working to 
deadlines. You will also need to be organised.
A large number of professional exams are required to become a 
Patent Attorney, so a high level of commitment is required.
A degree in physics/electronics/software/science (2:1 or above).
A consistently strong academic performance in Science, Maths 
and English language.
A PhD or industrial experience, while not required, would be an 
advantage.
German and/or French would be an advantage.



Think action, impact, 
achievement
Accomplished Created Ensured Instructed Prioritised

Achieved Decided Established Interviewed Promoted

Administered Delivered Evaluated Invented Raised

Advised Demonstrated Examined Launched Ran

Advocated Designed Expanded Managed Recognised

Analysed Developed Explained Marketed Recommended

Authorised Devised Facilitated Maximised Reconciled

Budgeted Directed Founded Mediated Recruited

Captained Discovered Gained Negotiated Represented

Chaired Earned Generated Obtained Responsible 

Coached Edited Identified Operated Simplified

Communicated Employed Implemented Organised Supervised

Completed Enabled Improved Oversaw Targeted

Conducted Edited Increased Planned Transformed

Co-ordinated Encouraged Initiated Prepared Presented



Think action, impact, 
achievement

Skills you developed 

“Gained deeper understanding of...”

“Effectively communicated…”

Responsibilities you took on

“Ensured that...”

“Represented the group at...”

Achievements and results:

“Exceeded my target, in raising...”

“Initiated new projects in…”



Think action, impact, 
achievement

Skills you developed 

“Gained deeper understanding of...”

“Effectively communicated…”

Responsibilities you took on

“Ensured that...”

“Represented the group at...”

Achievements and results:

“Exceeded my target, in raising...”

“Initiated new projects in…”



Think action, impact, 
achievement

Numbers add real power to a CV

Submitting eight 3,000 word essays each term

Accurate descriptions show your skills

Part of a team – did you make the tea?
Enjoy tennis – do you play?!

Size, scale, scope – sets a credible scene

Achieved weekly target (£150) in only two days
Arranged attendance of three senior academics, 
coordinating complex and changing diaries



Demonstrate,
don’t commentate
“I am well versed in digital marketing.” 

“developed a new blog and promoted it via 
Instagram. The blog continues to attract 500+ hits 
per month.” 

“developed communication skills”

“produced a written report and gave a presentation of 
our findings and recommendations to managers. Had 
to present complicated technical information in an 
accessible way for those unfamiliar with the project”



Structure matters
Subheadings are a tool to:

• Put information in the order that you want

• Set a first impression for the reader

• Help the reader navigate to sections of 

interest

• What subheadings could you pick from?



Structure matters
Education

Awards

Relevant experience

Employment

Additional 

experience

Positions of 

Responsibility

Volunteering

IT skills

Programming skills

Laboratory skills

Technical skills

Additional skills

Languages

Extra-curricular 

activities

Interests

Publications

Research interests

Research experience

Teaching experience

Funding awarded

Referees (?)



Details matter too
Check

• Tenses – past for anything... in the past

• Grammar 
– avoid full sentences beginning with I

• ‘Scannability’ – the 10 second test

• Proofreading – find a native speaker

• Links – do they work?

• format– will it print ok? PDF/Word?

• Appropriate email address, checked regularly

• Spelling, punctuation



Exercise
A student wishes to apply for a 

job at a Management 

Consultancy; they have 

brought you their CV.

What advice would you give 

them on the CV?

MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT

Essential criteria

Demonstrable ability of working in teams

High pressure, much travel, excellent 

performance needed

Tactful advice and liaison with clients at all 

level

Excellent numerical abilities

A modern foreign language a definite 

advantage



How do you prepare a CV?

study modules       lab work       work experience      travel      

extra-curricular activities      interests      awards      

positions of responsibility       temporary jobs       volunteering    

committee work          projects           dissertations      

self-taught skills           training courses
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List all 
recent 
things 
you have 
done

Prioritise
according 
to 
relevance

Organise
into 
relevant 
CV 
format



ATKINS Graduate Development Programme -
Energy, Nuclear

• An inquisitive mind and enjoying being curious 
to find out what really matters

• Enjoy working collaboratively with others to 
overcome conflict and build towards a common 
goal

• Creative and come up with new ideas to move 
things forward

• Decisive and enjoy making quick, confident, and 
clear decisions

• Pay attention to detail and relish producing high 
quality output, no matter what the pressures

Macmillan Science & Education Publishing  
(Physics)

• Editorial experience would be beneficial, 
but is not required.

• Commitment to providing gold-standard 
service to authors, EBMs, peer-reviewers 
and readers is a must. 

• Excellent literary and interpersonal skills.
• Attention to detail in a fast-paced 

environment.
• A proactive and positive attitude.
• Top-notch time-management and 

prioritisation skills.

or

Let’s look at an example….

Pick a job!



ATKINS Graduate Development Programme -
Energy, Nuclear

• An inquisitive mind and enjoying being curious 
to find out what really matters

• Enjoy working collaboratively with others to 
overcome conflict and build towards a common 
goal

• Creative and come up with new ideas to move 
things forward

• Decisive and enjoy making quick, confident, and 
clear decisions

• Pay attention to detail and relish producing high 
quality output, no matter what the pressures

Macmillan Science & Education Publishing  
(Physics)

• Editorial experience would be beneficial, 
but is not required.

• Commitment to providing gold-standard 
service to authors, EBMs, peer-reviewers 
and readers is a must. 

• Excellent literary and interpersonal skills.
• Attention to detail in a fast-paced 

environment.
• A proactive and positive attitude.
• Top-notch time-management and 

prioritisation skills.

What are the key skills that you need to 

provide evidence for?

or



interpersonal skills

attention to detail

proactive 

time-management 

Lab work

Physics society 

committee

Setting up 

recycling scheme in 

Halls of Residence

Project during 

summer work 

experience

Gap year travel

Head Girl at 

school

Hockey 

training

Accomplished Co-ordinated Encouraged Improved Organised Responsible Achieved Counselled
Engineered Increased Oversaw Saved Administered Created Enjoyed Initiated Performed Set up Advised
Decided Ensured Instituted Planned Simplified Advocated Delivered Established Instructed Prepared
Solved Analysed Demonstrated Evaluated Interviewed Presented Supervised Assembled Designed
Examined Invented Prioritised Targeted Awarded Determined Expanded Launched Produced
Transformed Authorised Developed Explained Led Promoted Budgeted Devised Facilitated Managed
Raised Captained Directed Founded Marketed Ran Chaired Discovered Gained Maximised Recognised
Coached Earned Generated Mediated Recommended Completed Edited Handled Negotiated Reconciled
Conducted Employed Identified Obtained Recruited Enabled Implemented Operated Represented



S

T

A

R

Situation

Task/Context

Action

Result

Check your key examples are:

• relevant

• reasonably recent

• detailed enough

• focus on evidence about you

A

R

C



Enhancing your CV

• New roles in existing activities

• Take up new activities

• Volunteer

• Get creative

• Formalise your hobbies/interests



To summarise…

• Focus on the recipient and what they want to know

• Allocate space according to importance

• Think about appearance/layout

• One or two full pages

• Send with covering letter

• Check for typos/consistent grammar/tenses

• Get someone else to read it



And…

• Chronological order with most recent first

• In the UK, a photo is not required on your CV

• It is not necessary to include a personal / goal statement

• You can also remove referees from your CV 

• Don’t underestimate the importance of ‘other’ activities

• Stick to a simple style, avoid using logos, fancy fonts, 

wordart, etc

• Use bullet points, avoid large chunks of text
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Questions?

www.careers.ox.ac.uk


